[Peculiarities of the driver's position in cars of various types influencing biomechanics of body movements in the case of emergency break application].
The objective of the present work was to determine the mean angles between different body segments of the car drivers depending on their position in various types of the vehicles ("sedan", "crossover", "minivan") at the moment immediately preceding emergency break application. The study was based on the experimental data obtained with the participation of volunteers and the results of simulation. These materials were treated with the use of the arithmetic mean, mean square deviation, and mean error. The rank correlation method was employed. The significance of the difference between the quantities of interest was estimated with the use of Student's t-table. The angles between different body segments of the car drivers depending on their position in various types of the vehicles ("sedan", "crossover", "minivan") were measured. The data obtained confirm that peculiarities of the driver's position in the car determine the mechanisms of the injuries related to a car incident.